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Numerical studies of the dispersion relation near the lower-hybrid frequency
in an inhomogencous plasma (Vn. VT, VB) shoW that portions of an incident
lower-hybrid wave spectrum undergo successive but partial mode conversions to
warm-plasma waves in the presence of ion cyclotron harmonics. Wave absorption
beyond the first mode com\ersion occurs near an ion cyclotron harmonic where
ion I andau damping is enharnced. A second-order dispersion relation numerically
in good agreement with the full dispersion relation in the mode conve -sion region
is derived using the condition 8D/Ok = 0. The mode conversion "ficiency at
each confluence is evaluated by solving the corresponding differential equation.
Linear mode conversion of lower hybrid waves in a tokamak plasma with a nonuniform magnetic field is
considered. [or uei < w < w. and Xi >;, 1, the simplified form of the kinetic electrostatic dispersion relation
is [1
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Z is the plasma dispersion function and Iu is the modified Bessel function. Previous lower hybrid mPode conver-
sion studies have further taken X, < I (magnetized electrons), f = 0 (straight-line ion-orbits), and j > 1 to
arrive at the familiar warm plasma dispersion relation [2-61. Efforts have been made to include damping near
the ion cyclotron harmonics as a perturbation by replacing k, by k, in 0 where k, satisfies the warm plasma
dispersion relation. In a typical tokamak, an incoming lower hybrid wave encounters a series of cyclotron
hannonics as it travels into the plasma bulk.
Numerical evaluations of the exact dispersion relation DE for Alcator-A parameters and profiles (Vn,
VT, VB), show that while the magnetized electrons approximation is valid, it is necessary to retain the full
ion dynamics in order to accurately describe the mode conversion process in the presence of ion cyclotron
harmonics [7]. This is due to the fact that j is not sufficiently large for Z( j) to be asymptotically expanded and
for the # term to be neglected or be treated perturbatively. The contribution from the ion cyclotron harmonics
has two effects on mode conversion. 'The imaginary part introduces dissipation near the cyclotron harmonics
in the form of enhanced ion Landau damping. The real part contributes in between the harmonics thereby
effectively shifting the mode conversion locations.
The effect of the ion cyclotron harmonics on mode conversion is qualitatively illustrated by the dispersion
curves in Fig. I which shows the lower hybrid and the warm plasma branches in the region of interest. A more
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quantitative measure of the effect is shown in Fig. 3 which gives the confluence poinrs for the lower hybrid and
warm plasma branches for a range of nz's (nz = kec/w) keeping full ion dynamics. These are solutions to the
coupled system [8]
DE(k, ) = 0 (2)
(kD E )k = 0 (3)
with k, = k, + iki, = x + iy. Fqs.(2) ,nd (3) define a wave confluence by requiri'lg that the wave condition
id the zero group velocity condition be sitisfied simultaneously. It is relatively easy to show that without the
ion cyclotron harmonics, confluence points occur in pairs, as a result of the parabolic density inhomogeneity.
Except for a small range of low n. values whose confluence points lie along the imaginary axis or occur close
together on the real axis, the major porticn of the incident lower hybrid wave spectrum is totally reflected i.e.
mode converted. Taking the cyclotron harmonics into account, there is a significant change in the wave energy
flow picture with the appearance of new confluence points. In Fig.3 only the confluence points of relevance
to the incident lower hybrid wave are shown (..... represents the first confluence point that the incident lower
hybrid wave encounters while ..... signific the second confluence point. In all cases wave propagation is from
right to left where x = 0 is the center of the plasma and a is the minor radius). It is seen that the confluence
points are now confined to regions between the hannonics, becoming more complex as they get closer to a
cyclotron harmonic. Confluence points th-t are located off the real axis represent partial wave conversions and
in cases where they are not purely imaginary, dissipation occurs as well. Subsequent examination of the local
Stokes structure reveals that propagation regions exist between confluence points for some nT's. This indicates
that an incoming lower hybrid wave can undergo successive and partial mode conversions with absorption as it
propagates into the interior of the plasma.
The global description of the mode conversion process requires a wave equation which is usually derived
by an isomorphism between k, and -it. on a polynomial dispersion relation. Such a polynomial is not
available if one ke'eps DE in its entire form. However, an approximate second-order dispersion relation valid
around each individual confluence point can be readily obtained by Taylor expanding DE about a wavenumber
ke,
D',= (k. -ke)2_-(6kj)2=0 (4)
whre(6 ) -- 2DEwhere (6k,)2 = - and k, satisifes Eq.(3). DA couples a lower hybrid wave and a warm plasma
Ok 2X ki==ke
wave of equal but opposite group velocities and it becomes an increasingly good approximation to the exact
dispersion relation as the group velocity tends to zero (02A = +26k, --+ 0), ic. near a confluence point. The
result for a typical case is shown in Fig. 2 where Dj is evaluated along the real axis (( = x) and it shows good
agreement with DE (Fig. 1) near the confluence points. The corresponding differential equation for the wave
potential 0 excluding the fast varying phase e f k, d. is
d 2o
2+ (6k.)20 = 0 .(5)
2
Fq.(5) is analytically continued into the complex E-plane to allow for solutions by phase integral method.
Ihe confluence points now bccome the turning points for the potential (6k,) 2. Treating each turning point
;eparately, the solution to Eq.(5) leads to a wave reflection (conversion) coefficient [9]
I1_,I2 = e2i(a-a*)
v'here a = kdd. The path C for the phase integral is chosen to follow an ant Stokes line that emanates
from the turning point and terminates when the anti-Stokes line is asymptotic to the real axis [10]. Fig. 4 shows
he results for the range Of n,:S under consideration. The mode conversion efficicncy is calculated for each
urning point. For n's between 3.7 and 3.85, there is either no or partial mode conversion at both turning
joints, thus resulting in a net transmission of the incoming rf power. In the range between 3.9 and 4.5, the mode
conversion at the second turning point is t9tal while that at the first increases with nz s up to 4.25. From there to
= 4.5 there is practically no conversion at the first turning point.
It has been pointed out by earlier authors that the lower hybrid wave is essentially undamped before
mode conversion. By calculating the damping increment from the dispersion curves such as Fig. 1, it is found
that there can be considerable absorption of the lower hybrid branch near an ion cyclotron harmonic which
;s situated before or between confluences depending on the particular n- one corniders. The present results,
therefore, show a substantial departure from previous results in terms of the global energy flow and wave
absorption.
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